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PREFACE
Currently most deinking technologies are dependent upon flotation and dissolved air flota-
tion (DAF) technology in order to separate inkjet ink from fiber and water. Much of this
technology is based on ink that is extremely hydrophobic. This made flotation and DAF
very easy to use because the ink in the water would very easily move with the air in flota-
tion and be brought to the surface, after which the ink can be skimmed off and the pulp can
be used.
Now that small scale printing has become the norm, there has been a move to high
quality, small scale printing. This involves the use of a hydrophilic ink. Hydrophilic ink
cannot be easily separated from water and fiber the same way the hydrophobic ink can be.
With low concentrations of hydrophilic ink in the process water stream, it can be absorbed
into the process but as the hydrophilic ink concentration rises alternative methods will be
needed in order to separate inkjet ink from water.
One solution is to find a method to effectively increase ink particle size. This will
enable the ink particles to be filtered or to have an increase efficacy of removal during
flotation. In this thesis, one solution is discussed about how electric field and electric
plasma technologies can be used to increase particle size and help purify process water in
recycle mills.
This plasma treatment can very effectively bring ink particles together so that they may
be separated by another method. There are two methods by which this may take place. One
is polymerization and the other is electro-coagulation. These processes can work side by
side to bring ink particles together.
This plasma treatment process creates free radicals by stripping off hydrogen atoms
from surrounding organic matter. These free radicals then react with the high alkene bond
content within the ink to create a very large covalently bonded molecule. This is the new
mechanism that is being investigated in this thesis. The other action that is taking place is
ix
electro-coagulation.
Plasma treated ink can be filtered out using a cellulose acetate or cellulose nitrate mem-
brane or they can be filtered using paper or fiber glass filters as well. The extent at which
these can be filtered out is dependent on the size of the pores of the filter. In this study, it
was shown that the plasma treatment was able to clean water with a fairly small amount
of energy. It was also found that treatment time and concentration had very little effect on
the outcome of the treatment efficacy. One factor that did have an effect was the pH. At
very high pH values the process became noticeably less effective. The high pH essentially
eliminated the electro-coagulation aspect of the treatment process and also hurt the poly-
merization aspect as well because of lower amount of hydrogen atoms available for the
plasma to create free radicals.
A model of the process was used to try to give the reader an idea of the efficacy that the
process would have in an industrial scale process. The model assumes that two types of ink
particles exist. One is ink that has a radical and another in which the ink does not have a
radical. The model also assumes that if ink is at all polymerized, ink is filtered out with the
0.8 micron filter. The model assumes three reactions; initialization, propagation and partial
termination. The partial termination is a result from the general chemical structure of ink.
Ink has many double bonds in its general structure which makes termination very unlikely
to occur, so the model assumes that on average when two radials interact that only one is
eliminated. This model is only supposed to give the reader an idea of the efficacy of the
process. The numbers provided in the model will change very significantly in a different
system.
The evidence behind polymerization aspect of the process comes from two main sources.
One is the small molecule analysis from methanol after being exposed to the plasma and the
other from the plasma being exposed to allyl alcohol. The small molecule analysis shows
that the process generates free radicals on organic molecules. Methanol was exposed to
the plasma and then the resulting GC/MS analysis showed that 1,2-ethanediol was present,
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this showed that the electric discharge process was able to create free radicals on organic
molecules in the liquid phase.
Using a similar process the plasma discharge process was exposed to a mixture of allyl
alcohol, water and propanol and water in two separate experiments. The difference between
these two molecules is an alkene bond that is between the carbon two and carbon three
atoms. The particle size of both samples was then analyzed and it was shown that the
solution with allyl alcohol had an average particle size about an order of magnitude larger
than the solution with propanol in it.
Because of all the evidence discussed here and in the rest of the thesis we believe that
the plasma treatment of ink has both polymerization and electro-coagulation aspect. This
process could also be a potential solution to the water soluble ink problem that will soon




One of the largest challenges facing the recycling industry today is the use of hydrophilic
inks. These water based inks are very difficult to remove though traditional deinking pro-
cesses [1, 2, 3]. Some have had success deinking inkjet printed paper biologically or en-
zymatically [4, 5]. Other wise inkjet or non-impact printed paper has been very difficult
for the recycling industry to work with. It is also very important for wash deinking recycle
mills to be able to effectively separate ink from water in order to reuse their waste effluent
streams [6].
1.1 Flotation
Flotation is a process that is used in a wide variety of industries. Some of the applications of
flotation are included but are not limited to; Process water recovery, waste water treatment,
mineral recovery and organic recovery [7]. The process works by using differences in
hydrophobicity as the driving force to accumulate the hydrophobic material onto the surface
of bubbles which have been introduced in the water. Then the bubbles float to the surface
where they can be removed from the water. This is really good for removing oil from water
emulsions which are brought on by the entropic mixing of the two fluids [8]. This is very
similar to most of the oil based inks that first emerged when newsprint and books were the
main constituents of printed materials.
Flotation is the primary method by which recycle mill and deinking plants currently
operate. This is because it is relatively inexpensive to implement and can be used in a wide
variety of processes and in a wide variety of ways. This is because it relies only on a very
fundamental aspect of a chemical, its hydrophobicity. It is also a very inexpensive method
of separation as well because there are no large power consuming operations as compared
to something like distillation or evaporation.
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There have been many ways in which the flotation process has been improved in order
to accommodate the increasing content of hydrophilic ink in recycle mills. One of these
methods is to use surfactants. Surfactants help deinking in flotation three different ways.
One is to separate ink particles from the fiber surface. Another is to bring ink particles
together. The last is to create a foam on the top of the flotation vessel in order to separate
the fiber from the water without taking away too much fiber [9]. If only hydrodynamics
are taken into account the optimum particle size for flotation deinking is around 10 to 100
microns [10].
1.1.1 Dissolved Air Flotation
Another type of flotation is Dissolved Air Flotation (DAF). This is a process in which air
is dissolved in water under pressure and then mixed with the waste water stream and as the
pressure decreases the air in the water is released and many fine air bubbles are created with
a significantly increased surface area to volume ratio as compared to traditional flotation
methods. It is a process not only used in recycle mills, but also drinking and general waste
water treatment [11]
As with traditional flotation, surfactants play a significant role in improving the efficacy
of the system [12, 13]. Dissolved air flotation can also help separate extractives from
virgin mill process water [14]. This is one of the major differences between DAF and
traditional flotation. Dissolving the air in the water allows the process to have an impact on
the molecular level because of its extremely high surface area to volume ratio. In this case
the fatty acids are acting as a surfactant when attaching to the air bubble and are moving to
the surface with the air, where they can easily be separated.
1.1.2 Electro-Flotation
Electro-flotation is the process where an electric current is passed though two electrodes
to create a small amount of hydrogen and oxygen gas in purify the solution though the
traditional processes of flotation [15]. What makes this effective is that the bubbles that
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are formed are very small. The bubbles consist of the oxygen and hydrogen that is in the
water and is separated by electrolysis. There are also the the cations that are dissolved in
the water from the electrode that can also coagulate particles that it is removing making
them larger and easier to remove.
Electro-flotation has been shown to be effective at cleaning waste water in urban areas
[16]. It can be very effective at taking out many different forms of contaminants. What gives
electro-flotation such an advantage is that is has the ability to both use electro-coagulation
and flotation to take out a large amount of contaminates. It has fine bubbles in order to get
out small contaminate particles and often times can act on a molecular level.
1.2 Wash Deinking
One way around the problem of the ink being hydrophobic is to use wash deinking. This
has the advantage of not depending on the chemical properties of the ink in order to clean
the water. Often times there is significant fiber loss which includes micro fibers which
can significantly reduce the amount of yield. If the water could be purified of ink and other
impurities, there is then the potential for more fiber to be recovered when reusing the water.
Wash deinking has been used with minimal surfactant amounts in order to create a pulp
that was comparable to virgin fiber with respect to its brightness and color, when printed
with toner based ink [17]. There has also been work done on high speed wash deinking
where a large portion of ash content is removed and once again the pulp has properties very
similar in color and brightness to that of virgin fiber. This high speed washing was able to
run at very high consistencies at an upper bound of 15% [18].
1.3 Electro-coagulation
Electro-coagulation is a method by which a metal is dissolved into water using an electric
current in order to conglomerate small particles though the process of flocculation. It has
been shown to aid significantly in water treatment [19]. It mainly does this by putting
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highly charged ions into solution that then distribute their charge by attaching to large
particles and when they attach to more than one particle they bring them together for easier
processing.
The process of electro-coagulation has also been used in order to treat olive oil mill
wastewater [20]. In this study electro-coagulation was used to reduce the color and chem-
ical oxygen demand of the mill effluent. The amount of current density and the amount of
chemical oxygen demand reduction were positively correlated. Both iron and aluminum
were used in the reactor simultaneously in order to remove the waste in the olive oil mill
waste water. The process was able to reduce the chemical oxygen demand to about 50% in
most of the conditions tested.
Electro-coagulation has also been used successfully to treat dye and other textile mill
products [21, 22]. There are also more general examples of how electro-coagulation can
be used to treat waste water streams [23]. There have also been examples where electro-
coagulation has been used to remove sulfur ions [24]. Overall electro-coagulation is a very
powerful process and although the very fundamental aspects of it are not understood, it is
an effective and versatile tool to be used in wastewater treatment.
1.4 Polymerization
Polymerization can be broken up into two different categories, step growth and chain
growth. Step growth is when the monomers have functional groups that will react with
one another. These groups include things such as alcohols and carboxylic acids. In this
type of polymerization the molecular weight will grow very slowly until the end of the
reaction and will the increase very quickly as large sections of polymer react with one
another.
In chain growth polymerization the reaction rate is rather constant though the reaction
but does decline as the monomer lowers in concentration towards the end of the reaction.
There are three types of chain growth polymerization, free radical, anionic and cationic.
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In all cases the charge or radical breaks pi bonds with in the monomer and creates sigma
bonds between them in order to make a large polymer.
1.5 Proposed Solution
Because current technologies for deinking are not adequate to separate inkjet and water
soluble ink from fiber [13]. As discussed before, one method of which has been shown
to separate pulp from ink is, simply diluting and washing the pulp until most of the ink is
gone. This uses a lot of water and creates a lot of fiber waste since a lot of fiber will get
separated from the main portion of the pulp in the washing process. If an effective way to
separate water from ink could be developed, washing the fiber would become a much more
viable option [6].
One method, to separate water soluble inks from water, which will be discussed, could
be liquid phase electric discharge polymerization combined with filtration of the ink water
mixture, to physically separate the ink from water. Some examples of plasma being used
in the chemical phase are seen here [25, 26]. For many cases involving liquid plasma it is
difficult to say how much of the plasma is actually liquid. The amount of energy required to
bring matter to the plasma state is much larger than it is to bring it to the gas state. Because
of this it is likely that the majority of the volume is a gaseous plasma and it has a very
thin layer of contact with the liquid. Electric discharge polymerization is a phenomenon
that occurs and is well documented in the gas phase in which there are many examples
[27, 28, 29, 30]. The reason that free radicals are so easily generated in the gas phase is
the electrical resistance of air is much higher than that of water, and it is therefore much
easier to create an electric discharge that has sufficient energy to break the bonds between
hydrogen and carbon atoms, to generate free radicals [31]. There have also been many
post polymerization treatments that involve electric plasma discharge [32, 33, 34]. These
use the same phenomena of free radical generation to create cross linking on the surface of
the polymer to increase the polymer’s strength. Free radical polymerization has been well
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developed in the liquid phase for many years [35, 36, 37]; the key difference in this case is
the method of free radical generation.
One of the good things about this solution is that it does not use chemicals to treat and
degrade the ink in order to get rid of it in the process. Another good aspect about the process
is that the chemical properties of the ink do not play a significant role in the treatment of
the ink. Some of the cons of the process are that a lot of energy needs to be concentrated
into a small area. It also is very destructive to the electrodes that are used to generate the
plasma. One of the key aspects that could make this process more viable would be to find




2.1 Purification of Ink from Water Using 0.8 µm Filter Pad
A 0.8 µm filter pad was used because it was easily reproducible and had a pore size that
was very accurate. One of the main issues with this was it was either an all or nothing effect
on the amount of ink that was filtered out, as opposed to the 30, 15 and 5 µm filters used in
other procedures.
2.1.1 Long Term
Two ceramic tubes were used as support for two copper wires used as electrodes. The
wires had 4 cm of exposure and were placed 4 cm from one another. Each of the copper
wires were 16 gauge wires as measured from the diameter of the copper. The ceramic tubes
measure one eighth of an inch on the inner diameter and three sixteenths of an inch for the
outer diameter and were approximately one foot long. The copper wires were then attached
to a power source and an electric current was applied.
The power source had an amperage of approximately 650 mA and a voltage of 2.5 kV
at full power, while the electrodes were submerged in an ink water mixture. The power
source of these experiments was not very consistent in its delivery of both volts and amps
to the electrodes. The numbers just given are the estimated averages taken over several
experiments. The range of these values could vary within an experiment rather significantly.
The change in kilovolts could rage from about 3 to 2, while the amps could range from
about 700 to 600 mA in the experiments. Experiments with different mediums such as
organic materials often had higher amps and lower volts.
After the current was applied, the sample was then filtered, using a 0.8 µm cellulose
acetate or cellulose nitrate filter, at various points in time after the electric current was
applied; 10, 20, 40 and 80 minutes were the time points used after the discharge had taken
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place. Turbidity, color and absorbance (500 nm) measurements were taken to evaluate
the properties of the treated solution. Color is the integrated absorbance over the wave
length interval between 400 and 700 nm [38]. The color and absorbance were taken from
different machines to ensure accuracy. Each experiment was conducted five times to ensure
reproducibility. The control was taken from each experiment before discharge took place.
The control was not filtered as the difference between the properties of a filtered and
non-filtered control was statistically insignificant at the 95% confidence level. The control
is plotted as time zero in the results and discussion section. All pH adjustments were done
using sulfuric acid and sodium hydroxide.
The filtration apparatus consisted of a filtration flask in which the vacuum tube was
attached, a glass piece which had a steel mesh on it and fit inside of the bottom flask and
a funnel that was clamped on the top to keep the filter paper from moving. There was also
a vacuum pump which was used to give the pressure gradient so that filtration could take
place.
2.1.2 Short Term
For the short term experiments, all of the same items were used in order to remain con-
sistent. For these experiments four total points were taken for each experiment. The first
point at time zero, as before, is the control and the subsequent time points taken are 0.1, 5
and sometimes 10 minutes. The time point of 0.1 minutes is an estimate, as it was intended
as an initial point but the process of turning off the machine and filtering the fluid takes
time. Some other things that need to be noted for the experiment is was that there was not
sufficient time for drying to take place after cleaning the filter apparatus, which was the
same one used in the long term experiments.
2.2 Purification of Ink from Water Using 30, 15 and 5 µm Filter Pad
Because most of the efficacy of the process occurred during the discharge, it was decided
that only one point needed to be taken after the discharge had taken place. Also in the rare
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case where a difference was seen as time progressed though the experiment it was almost
exclusively a downward correlation and the largest differences were seen in the initial point.
The procedure was very similar to the short term experiments of the 0.8 micron exper-
iments but with a larger filter. One key difference to note would be that the entire volume
of liquid was filtered so that there was no bias as very often a layer of ink was on top of the
solution and the lower parts of the container had a relativity small amount of ink.
2.3 Investigation of Mechanism
Investigation of the mechanism was done using simple compounds in order to try to discern
if the process had a polymerization aspect to it. One of the methods was to analyze small
molecules produced by exposing the plasma discharge to a very pure solution of methanol
and calcium chloride. The solution had to be very pure to ensure that there were not false
positives. This was used in order to determine if there was any free radical activity.
The other method that was used to find out if the plasma process was a polymerization
process was to expose allyl alcohol to the plasma discharge. The particles that were formed
through polymerization were analyzed to see if they were significantly greater than the
control.
2.3.1 Investigation of Mechanism Using Small Molecule Analysis
Methanol, with a small amount of calcium chloride to increase conductivity, was placed in
a filtration flask and a rubber stopper with three holes drilled in the top which was placed
on top of the opening of the filtration flask. Two ceramic tubes were placed down two of
the holes, with stainless steel rods placed inside, on either side of the rubber stopper. Then
nitrogen was fed into the flask though the tube fitting of the filtration flask to ensure that the
methanol mixture would not ignite when the electric current was applied. Then an electric
current was applied intermittently to keep the methanol from evaporating. A blank was
taken before the discharge took place directly from the filtration flask in order to account
for any contamination and then samples of the methanol solution were taken at various time
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points in the discharge process. Gas chromatography and mass spectroscopy (GC/MS) was
then used to analyze the results of this experiment.
2.3.2 Investigation of Mechanism Using Particle Size Analysis of Allyl Alcohol
The apparatus that was used in this experiment was mainly used for safety reasons, because
the compounds in these experiments were very explosive. The container that held the
treated solution was a jacketed reaction vessel which had three openings at the top of the
vessel. In the two openings of the reaction vessel two thermometer adapters held in place
the ceramic tubes holding the copper wires used to generate the plasma discharge during the
experiment. The opening in the middle of the reaction vessel was used to place a condenser
to make sure that not too much of the gas escaped the reaction mixture.
The solution was one of two types. One type of solution was the control, where the allyl
alcohol was replaced with propanol, and the other was water with allyl alcohol and calcium
chloride as the electrolyte to allow the plasma conversion to take place. The solution always
had an overall salt concentration of 0.1 grams per liter of calcium chloride and the water
portion was made up of deionized water, besides the calcium chloride. The deionized water
was used to make sure that no particles interfered with the particle size measurements being
made.
The electric discharge was done for two minutes, as this was the time used for most
of the experiments involving ink and water. The total volume of fluid used in all of these
experiments was 500 mL. Samples were collected after the discharge was complete and the
particle size was analyzed.
2.3.3 Investigation of Mechanism Using Particle Size Analysis of Treated Ink
A fiber analyzer was used to measure the particles generated from the treated ink water
mixture. The ink was either treated with plasma where the wire was not stripped and
allowed to burn, or it was stripped and the copper dissolved into the water as a result of the
electric current passing though the wire. The solution was then filtered, or not depending
11




3.1 Purification of Water From Inkjet Ink
There are two primary two mechanisms at work in the plasma treatment. One is electro-
coagulation and the other is polymerization. For the electro-coagulation there is essentially
no way to avoid it from happening because of the voltage across the copper wires required
to create the particular plasma we were studying. The polymerization aspect was shown us-
ing several experiments to show that it was free radical in nature and was able to polymerize
small molecules.
3.1.1 Purification of Water Containing Inkjet Ink using 0.8 micron filter
The experiments in which a 0.8 micron filter was used to separate the ink from water was
divided into two sections. One where the long term data was taken ten to eighty minutes
and another were the data was taken from immediately after the experiment to ten minutes.
The reason these were divided into two segments was so that two long term experiments
could be run simultaneously. Looking at the long term time scale let us know if the process
was reversible and looking at the short term time scale let us take a look at the kinetics of
the process.
3.1.1.1 Long Term Experiments
A calibration curve was made using the same concentrations seen in the experiments that
were performed, and they also contain a few values below this level in order to have a more
complete curve. The purpose of this is to give the reader a sense of how the measurements
used in this paper: turbidity, color and absorbance at 500 nm, relate to the ink concentra-
tions used in these experiments. One of the reasons that 0.2 g/l of ink is used thought the
paper is because that is approximately the maximum value of turbidity as measured by our
instrumentation.
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These experiments designed to see the effect of several different variables on the plasma
discharge process. The two mechanisms that are being investigated are that of electro-
coagulation and that of polymerization. These calibration curves cannot be used to interpo-
late the concentration of relative ink particles in the water. In either case; polymerization or
electro-coagulation the ink will have been substantially modified so that a direct correlation
should not be made.
In the case of polymerization the number of alkene bonds in ink are substantially re-
duced as a result of electric discharge polymerization, since they have been used in the
polymerization process. Also, the particle size of the ink is substantially increased, even
after being filtered, because only the largest particles are filtered out. A decrease in alkene
bonds would most likely result in lower measured values for the measurements that have
been taken mainly for color and absorbance since those double bonds are responsible for
the light absorbing aspect of the ink. An increase in particle size does not have such a sim-
ple cause and effect relationship to the quantities being measured. The values measured in
these curves can be seen in Figure 1. Particular attention should be brought to Figure 1a, as
the turbidity decreases as concentration of ink increases. This occurs because the amount
of light penetrating through the sample is very limited at higher ink concentrations and the
meter cannot measure the turbidity very well.
In the case of electro-coagulation many of the chemical properties of the particles will
remain the same other than the fact that a small amount of copper is now within the particle
but most of the bond connectivity should be in place. The one big difference would be the
particle size. This would probably decrease the amount of color and absorbance measured
per gram per liter of ink in the water. On the other hand for turbidity it could go either
way, depending on the concentration of ink that was used in the initial liquid before the
treatment process began.
The turbidity measurements were some of the most unreliable; even so, they are very
useful, as this is often a good bench mark used to determine the quality of water [39].
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Although color was reasonably reproducible the most reliable measurement made was ab-
sorbance. There are two main reasons for our reproducibility issues. First is the measure-
ments are being made very close to zero, so the noise of the instrument becomes significant.
Second, is the same distribution of particles sizes filtered was not always the same since
larger, more dense particles tend to sink toward the bottom and lighter, less dense particles
tend to float to the top, this sometimes had a rather large impact on readings later in the
experiment which can be seen in Figures 5a and 4c. This happened because larger particles
were not taken up into the pipette when the sample was taken so they could not help filter
out the smaller particles.
In these experiments the five variables were investigated: time of discharge, ink con-
centration, volume of fluid, power used and pH. All of these variables were kept constant,
except for the variable of interest with: a discharge time of 2±0.05min; concentration of ink
at 0.2±0.001 g/L; volume of 1±0.005L; power of discharge 650±150mA and 2.5±1.5kV;
and pH at 7±1. The power has such significant error associated with it because as the dis-
charge process evolved, the temperature of the solution increased, changing the electrical
resistance of the fluid. The temperature variation was not determined because of inconsis-
tent spacial gradients of temperature and the non-steady state aspects of the temperature.
These constant variable values only apply to this section of this thesis and unless otherwise
stated should not be assumed in other sections of the thesis.
In the first experiment, time of discharge was the variable of interest. Changing the
amount of treatment time of the ink water mixture did not affect the amount of purification
very significantly until the treatment time was reduced to 30 seconds. This is most readily
seen in Figure 2a and Figure 2b the absorbance is comparable to the other treatment times.
Although in Figure 2a does have significantly higher turbidity it also has much larger error
bars and this may not be a good measurement of the plasma discharge treatments efficacy,
using a 30 second discharge. Another noteworthy result of these experiments is longer
discharge times begin to increase the measurements, turbidity, color and absorbance, of
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the resulting solution after treatment. This is most likely due to an increase of copper ions
dissolved in the solution. This might also be due to the fact that more of the rubber wire
was burned off when the experiments happened and these small particles of rubber may
have also increased the turbidity and other measurements made after the experiments were
finished. It was also observed that when the water was treated with no ink in it from the
plasma discharge process in some cases the turbidity in particular rose rather significantly
because of the rubber from the wire burn, which may also explain the increase in turbidity
seen in figure 2a and in other places through the thesis.
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(a) Concentration vs Turbidity
(b) Concentration vs Color
(c) Concentration vs Absorbance
Figure 1: Calibration Curves for Turbidity, Color and Absorbance
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For the experiments seen in Figure 3 the concentration of the ink was the variable of
interest. When increasing the concentration two factors play a role in the polymerization
process and the properties of the resulting solution. On one hand with higher concentrations
of ink, more ink has to be polymerized, on the other hand, more ink particles will be in the
volume of the discharge and more free radicals are likely to be generated. When more ink is
present and more radicals are generated, the faster the tail end of the reaction will be, since
the particle will be smaller more surface area will be able to react with free ink, and more
ink will be polymerized. However if the ink concentration becomes extremely high, many
of the particles will become very large and this can slow down the tail end of the reaction
because many of the free radicals generated are sterically hindered and cannot interact with
other ink particles. Because of these factors, the ink water mixture with 0.4 g/L had the
overall lowest readings as seen in Figure 3.
We should take a look at these observations though the mechanism of electro-coagulation.
There are some very small differences in the data in concentration experiments. For poly-
merization differences in the concentration data can unfortunately be explained either way
with decreasing efficacy and increasing efficacy as concentration increases as described
above. However the efficacy of electro-coagulation will only have decreasing efficacy as
concentration increases. The reason for this is that there is only a limited amount of cop-
per ions in solution and as the number of ink particles or concentration of ink increases
the amount of copper per ink particles decreases and the amount available for treatment is
lower. So the fact that there is very little variation in the efficacy of the process as concen-
tration increases does suggest that there is a polymerization aspect. This type of efficacy





Figure 2: Effect of discharge time in the ink water mixture on resulting solution measure-
ments 19
The volume of fluid being treated also had an effect on the final solution properties of
the ink water mixture. Both increasing the volume and decreasing the volume had slight im-
provement in the final solution properties as seen in Figure 4c but no significant difference,
at the 95% confidence level, was seen between the different volume changes in Figures 5a
and 5b. However since this difference is observed in the most reliable measurement it does
warrant discussion. The 0.5 L electric discharge experiments lower measured values is not
too much of a surprise, since less ink has to be polymerized. The 2 L experiment showing
greater polymerization is most likely due to the liquid temperature remaining low, because
of its increased mass, and therefore less boiling occurred around the electrodes, so more
contact was made between the plasma and the water. Also since the system is highly agi-
tated more ink particles could be radicalized, instead of having repeat radicalizations, and
therefore more polymer chains could be stated; however, this trend is unlikely to be main-
tained as the process is scaled up and agitation becomes an issue along with the energy
to initiate free radicals. Another factor that should not be dismissed when talking about
changing volume is that there is more rubber that is burned per unit of water as the process
decreases in volume.
If the process were electro-coagulation we would strictly see a decrease in efficacy as
the volume increases. The reason for this is that there is no decrease in the ink concentration
with this volume. Therefore the amount of ink increases with volume, but the amount of






Figure 3: Effect of ink concentration in the ink water mixture on resulting solution mea-
surements 21
The power changes tested were: 650±150mA and 2.5±1.5kV; 325±70mA and 1.75±0.75kV;
160±50mA and 1±0.5kV which are associated with full, half and quarter power respec-
tively. Changing the power did not have a significant effect on the final solution properties,
this suggests that the energy being used in the electric discharge process is more than re-
quired to start polymerization. One thing that can be noted is that when the treatment was
run using the lowest power setting the results were much less reliable, see Figure 5. This is
most likely due to the difficulty of the plasma to develop during the treatment process.
It could be suggested that this is where in the data that suggests there is a significant
level of polymerization in these experiments. The amount energy that is used in electro-
coagulation is proportional to the amount of copper ions dispersed. Because of this, one
would expect the efficacy to decrease as the power decreases. However in the case of
polymerization what one would expect is that there is a slower reaction to occur because of
less free radicals being generated. On the other hand there could be some kind of minimum
energy threshold that must be reached in order for free radical generation to occur and the
radical initiation has more to do with the energy concentration, or amps and volts per unit





Figure 4: Effect of solution volume in the ink water mixture on resulting solution seasure-
ments 23
The pH of the ink and water solution had a much more significant impact on polymer-
ization than any of the other variables as seen in Figure 6. The reason this most likely
happened, when looking at it though the terms of polymerization, is because of the amount
of hydrogen atoms available for free radical generation is much greater at lower pH levels
than higher ones. On top of this, when sodium hydroxide is added, the electrolysis of water
will take up more of the plasma discharge energy and may impede free radical generation.
However, one of the biggest problems is changing the pH had a significant impact on the
control values, so although significant differences were seen, it is difficult to say whether
these values are a result of the discharge treatment or the pH adjustment.
But when looking at this from the perspective of electro-coagulation, the differences
in efficacies make a lot more sense. Although a case can be made, as it was above, for
the relative abundance of hydrogen atoms, it does seem likely that the copper used in the
electro-coagulation is responsible for the large changes in efficacy when pH changes. This
is most likely due to the fact that copper complexes with hydroxide ions in basic solutions





Figure 5: Effect of changing power of discharge on the resulting solution measurements.
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3.1.1.2 Short Term Experiments
The reaction rate for these reactions was very fast compared to the time that it takes for the
plasma discharge to develop. This does lead to some experimental problems because the
development of the plasma is not very consistent. This is another reason that a discharge
time was the main time that was chosen because it was a compromise to make sure that the
plasma was completely developed and to makes sure that there was sufficient time for the
reaction mixture to react once the plasma developed. As seen in figure 7, the amount of time
for the discharge did not have a significant effect on the outcome of the experiment until
the discharge time was reduced to about 30 seconds. Also, the 95% confidence interval for
the experiment was very high when compared to other discharge times.
There are several ways in which the changes we see could have happened. One is that
the time that it took to pour the fluid into the filtration funnel varied from trial to trial. Also
the sampling of the fluid could have been different from trial to trial. However, the issue is
that none of these issues explain the difference between the other short run trials because
they are all subject to the same error. The main reason that these results most likely vary is
because of the difference in the development of the plasma or rate at which the wire burns.
This data does suggest that most of the reaction occurs rather quickly and is very dependent
on how the plasma develops.
Change in pH can also significantly alter the surface chemistry significantly. This is
probably not the reason for the change in efficacy because the filtering process is a physical
one and smaller pore sizes with the same type of filter paper have high efficacy 8.
At lower pH values organic compounds will be broken down more readily and this will
make them not only smaller, but more water soluble as well [41]. It is also very important
to keep in mind that this is a very extreme pH but it is something that is seen in the paper
industry.
Also the amount of hydrogens that are available for the discharge process to create free
radicals and charged carbon atoms is significantly lower at higher pH values. This would
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explain why the process was more effective at the lower pH values even though, as seen
by the control, both acid and base experiments start with a lower control that their neutral
counterpart.
Changing the concentration of the ink in the short term had the same effect as the long
term. As seen in figure 8, where the discharge time was kept at two minutes and all the
current and volts were kept at their standard values. This data does verify the concentration
data with the polymerization mechanism. The reason is that electro-coagulation would
change in efficacy as the concentration increases is because the finite amount of copper that










Figure 7: Effect of Change in Time Short Term
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Changing the wire length was one of the key aspects that showed that the amount of
plasma exposed to the treatment had a rather significant effect on the efficacy. As seen in
figure 9, the wire length did not have much of an impact until almost none of the wire was
exposed. However, when the discharge time was reduced to thirty seconds as seen in figure
10, the difference between the amount of length of wire exposed. However the error bars
are very large because of the thirty second discharge time and also the fact that the shorter
wire length does not let the wire burn faster to make up for a delay in burning later on in
the process since additional burning is blocked by the ceramic tube.
We can see that in figure 9 the zero length wire discharge has almost no efficacy, even
with two minutes of discharge time. Between these two figures, 9 and 10, we can say that
with that the efficacy of the process is associated with the amount of wire that is exposed.
This is a good indicator that the amount of plasma, in terms of volume, is related to the
efficacy of the plasma treatment. However a critical energy density in the plasma may be
required for free radical initiation to happen. This would help favor the polymerization











Figure 9: Two Minute Discharge with changing Wire Lengths
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3.1.2 Purification of Ink from Water Using 30, 15 and 5 µm Filter Pad
Because the amount of time that it takes for the reaction to take place is a relatively small
amount of time, as seen in the 0.8 micron data, and the non-homogeneous nature of the
treatment process, it was decided that all of the solution would be filtered to make sure
that inconsistencies would be minimized. Although valuable data about the plasma process
was collected with the 0.8 micron experiments, there was no way to tell if the process was
predominately electro-coagulation or if it was polymerization. One method used to find it
there was a polymerization aspect was to see if there was a difference in the filtering of the
solution with a 30 micron filter.
As you can see there is a significant difference between table 1 and table 2 the difference
is significant at the 95% confidence level for both color and absorbance. The turbidity
does overlap quite a bit, but the turbidity has more to do with how cloudy the solution is
rather than how much ink is removed. Also the turbidity readings have been unreliable
for other experiments and the fact that these confidence intervals overlap is not surprising.
Although these experiments are very significant, they have not been reproducible day after
day, although on any given day the same experiment can be replicated. This has been
shown to work on a time scale of several days before the difference in efficacy is no longer
observed. The efficacy changes for reasons that are currently unknown.
One of the first things that was investigated was to see if the pH had anything to do with
the change in the efficacy. The same procedure that was used to see the difference between
the electrically coagulated ink and the plasma treated ink was done with altered pH of about
6 and 8 in tables 3 and 4 respectively. The pH of these two experimental runs was done
using deionized water to make sure that no other factors besides pH would influence the
experiment. The range of the pH adjustment was kept narrow for several reasons. The
main reason is that the pH of the tap water used in the original experiment could not have
varied too much and very likely did not go outside this range and we wanted to try to
replicate the different circumstances that made the discharge process more effective. The
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Table 1: Electrically Coagulated Ink Filtered though a 30 µm Filter Pad
control turbidity (NTU) treated turbidity (NTU)
average 10.2 average 5.46
95% C.I. 3.58 95% C.I. 2.20
upper bound 13.7 upper bound 7.66
lower bound 6.59 lower bound 3.26
control color (CU) treated color (CU)
average 340 average 151
95% C.I. 38.3 95% C.I. 50.6
upper bound 378 upper bound 201
lower bound 302 lower bound 100
control absorbance (500nm) treated absorbance (500nm)
average 0.331 average 0.176
95% C.I. 0.0240 95% C.I. 0.0496
upper bound 0.355 upper bound 0.225
lower bound 0.306 lower bound 0.126
second reason was to make sure that we were replicating the original properties of the
previous experiments, shown in tables 1 and 2. The was no significant difference between
the plasma treated ink solution with a slightly basic pH and a slightly acidic pH.
Iron was also added to see if it could have been the difference what makes the reaction
work on some days and not others. This was done using iron (II) sulfate with a concentra-
tion of approximately 0.01 grams per liter. Two different trials were done using the iron
sulfate. The first was to get a base line using electro-coagulation. The reason is that the
iron will have some coagulation effects along with the copper that will be dissolved in the
solution by the electric field and there needs to be a differentiation between the two. The
result of the electrically coagulated solution and the plasma treated solution can be seen in
tables 5 and 6 respectively. The reason that there was an electro-coagulation control was
because the iron sulfate has some coagulating effects and also has a dark brown color when
introduced into solution. However, at such low concentrations this effect is fairly small but
it is better to check anyway.
The reason this was attempted was because there is a lot of effluent treatment using iron
and free radical reactions in particular the photo-fenton [42, 43]. High levels of iron might
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Table 2: Plasma Treated Ink Filtered though a 30 µm Filter Pad
control turbidity (NTU) treated turbidity (NTU)
average 5.60 average 4.46
95% C.I. 0.944 95% C.I. 0.245
upper bound 6.54 upper bound 4.70
lower bound 4.65 lower bound 4.22
control color (CU) treated color (CU)
average 343 average 54.1
95% C.I. 9.13 95% C.I. 9.45
upper bound 352 upper bound 63.6
lower bound 334 lower bound 44.7
control absorbance (500nm) treated absorbance (500nm)
average 0.342 average 0.0668
95% C.I. 0.00424 95% C.I. 0.0250
upper bound 0.345 upper bound 0.0911
lower bound 0.337 lower bound 0.0424
have been in the water from the piping and plumbing which is often made of cast iron and
could have dissolved into the water under certain conditions. This is something that was
unlikely to be the case but because the process involved is such a high energy one it was
considered to be probable enough to warrant an experiment. Although there is decrease
in the color and absorbance of the solution after the treatment with plasma rather than
electro-coagulation, the results of the experiment are not significant at the 95% confidence
level.
One of the biggest issues to overcome is is the variability of plasma discharge itself
since it is dependent on the wire burning to a sufficient length. Another issue is that the en-
ergy involved in the reactions is very high so it is difficult to rule out any potential reactions
that could be involved in increasing or decreasing the reaction rate. These factors make
it very difficult to discern the factors that cause differences in the efficacy of the process.
The main reason behind using DI water was to try to isolate the proper variable that was
involved in the initial difference in efficacy between the trial in tables 1 and 2.
Because of the rubber that is put into the solution during the discharge process a baseline
was made to give the reader reference as to how the process is treating the ink 7. The error
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Table 3: Plasma Treated Ink Filtered though a 30 µm Filter Pad with a Slightly Acidic pH
of 6
control turbidity (NTU) treated turbidity (NTU)
average 6.60 average 6.46
95% C.I. 1.39 95% C.I. 1.78
upper bound 7.99 upper bound 8.25
lower bound 5.20 lower bound 4.68
control color (CU) treated color (CU)
average 329 average 162
95% C.I. 36.3 95% C.I. 38.0
upper bound 365 upper bound 200
lower bound 293 lower bound 124
control absorbance (500nm) treated absorbance (500nm)
average 0.323 average 0.203
95% C.I. 0.00423 95% C.I. 0.0158
upper bound 0.327 upper bound 0.219
lower bound 0.319 lower bound 0.187
bars are rather large in some cases, but the trends did turn out as expected.
To show that the change in efficacy was a result in pore size and not from the change
in material, paper filters of varying pore sizes were used in the short term experimental
process. These were all paper filter pads. The efficacy increased with decreasing pore size
therefore the change in efficacy between 0.8 microns and 30 microns was due to the change
in pore size and not a change from using paper to cellulose acetate 8. This also shows that
it is the particle size that matters and there is likely no chemical interaction between the
acetate and the ink during the filtration process. One of the reasons that 30 microns was
used because it is a reasonable approximation to something that would be seen in industry
but 0.8 microns was used for reproducibility.
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Table 4: Plasma Treated Ink Filtered though a 30 µm Filter Pad with a Slightly Basic pH
of 8
control turbidity (NTU) treated turbidity (NTU)
average 3.60 average 7.99
95% C.I. 0.647 95% C.I. 1.13
upper bound 4.24 upper bound 9.12
lower bound 2.95 lower bound 6.85
control color (CU) treated color (CU)
average 356 average 205
95% C.I. 37.9 95% C.I. 25.6
upper bound 393 upper bound 231
lower bound 318 lower bound 179
control absorbance (500nm) treated absorbance (500nm)
average 0.325 average 0.236
95% C.I. 0.00160 95% C.I. 0.0205
upper bound 0.327 upper bound 0.257
lower bound 0.323 lower bound 0.215
Table 5: Electrically Coagulated Ink Filtered though a 30 µm Filter Pad with 0.01 grams
per liter of Iron(II) Sulfate
control turbidity (NTU) treated turbidity (NTU)
average 2.62 average 8.63
95% C.I. 1.11 95% C.I. 3.73
upper bound 3.73 upper bound 12.4
lower bound 1.51 lower bound 4.90
control color (CU) treated color (CU)
average 212 average 185
95% C.I. 94.3 95% C.I. 37.2
upper bound 306 upper bound 222
lower bound 118 lower bound 148
control absorbance (500nm) treated absorbance (500nm)
average 0.268 average 0.223
95% C.I. 0.09821 95% C.I. 0.096
upper bound 0.366 upper bound 0.319





Figure 10: Thirty Second Discharge with changing Wire Lengths
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Table 6: Plasma Treated Ink Filtered though a 30 µm Filter Pad with 0.01 grams per liter
of Iron(II) Sulfate
control turbidity (NTU) treated turbidity (NTU)
95% C.I. 1.11 95% C.I. 1.24
upper bound 4.81 upper bound 12.4
lower bound 2.58 lower bound 4.90
control color (CU) treated color (CU)
average 360 average 153
95% C.I. 125 95% C.I. 40.7
upper bound 486 upper bound 193
lower bound 236 lower bound 112
control absorbance (500nm) treated absorbance (500nm)
average 0.339 average 0.180
95% C.I. 0.0410 95% C.I. 0.0168
upper bound 0.380 upper bound 0.196
lower bound 0.298 lower bound 0.163
Table 7: no ink added, base line for discharge process
unfiltered turbidity (NTU) filtered 30 µm filtered 15 µm filtered 5 µm
average 5.19 1.67 1.262 -0.216
95% C.I. 3.05 1.14 0.512 3.41
upper bound 8.23 2.81 1.77 3.19
lower bound 2.14 0.519 0.750 -3.66
unfiltered color (CU) filtered 30 µm filtered 15 µm filtered 5 µm
average 2.64 14.2 11.18 6.24
95% C.I. 16.9 13.5 11.93 8.37
upper bound 43.1 27.7 23.11 14.6
lower bound 9.71 0.735 -0.754 -2.13
unfiltered absorbance (500nm) filtered 30 µm filtered 15 µm filtered 5 µm
average 0.042 0.0212 0.0136 -0.0028
95% C.I. 0.0210 0.0021 0.0167 0.0350
upper bound 0.0630 0.0233 0.0300 0.0321
lower bound 0.0210 0.0190 -0.00277 -0.377
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Table 8: 30, 15 and 5 micron filter size comparison
control turbidity (NTU) treated 30 µm treated 15 µm treated 5 µm
average 5.60 4.46 1.67 -0.310
95% C.I. 0.944 0.245 3.36 2.30
upper bound 6.54 4.70 5.05 1.99
lower bound 4.65 4.22 -1.66 -2.61
control color (CU) treated 30 µm treated 15 µm treated 5 µm
average 343 54.1 61.6 46.2
95% C.I. 9.13 9.45 40.6 39.6
upper bound 352 63.6 102 85.8
lower bound 334 44.7 20.9 6.54
control absorbance (500nm) treated 30 µm treated 15 µm treated 5 µm
average 0.342 0.0668 0.0555 0.023
95% C.I. 0.00424 0.0250 0.0578 0.0459
upper bound 0.345 0.0911 0.113 0.0851
lower bound 0.337 0.0424 -0.00229 -0.00667
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Table 9: 30 and 15 micron filter size comparison gravity filtered
control turbidity (NTU) treated 30 µm treated 15 µm
average 5.60 3.39 1.59
95% C.I. 0.944 1.41 0.858
upper bound 6.54 4.80 2.45
lower bound 4.65 1.98 0.730
control color (CU) treated 30 µm treated 15 µm
average 343 36.7 26.2
95% C.I. 9.13 10.3 7.53
upper bound 352 47.0 33.8
lower bound 334 26.4 18.7
control absorbance (500nm) treated 30 µm treated 15 µm
average 0.342 0.042 0.0222
95% C.I. 0.00424 0.0196 0.00468
upper bound 0.345 0.0616 0.0269
lower bound 0.337 0.0223 0.0175
Because particles could potentially be broken up by the vacuum when filtered, gravity
filtered trials were done. Overall there was a decrease in the amount of color and ab-
sorbance but the turbidity did increase in as seen in table 9. The 5 micron filter paper was
not done because the flow rate was not high enough without the vacuum. What most likely
happened was that the ink was better filtered since the vacuum was not breaking up the
particles but the increased time of filtering most likely broke the paper down and small
fragments of the paper got into the solution. This would result in increased turbidity but
not color and absorbance because the paper fibers are white.
3.2 Modeling of Polymerization Hypothesis
In this model it was assumed that either ink particles were active, meaning that they had at
least one radical on them, or not. The reason this was assumed was because of the large
amount of alkene bonds found in ink molecules [44, 45]. Because of this, it was very
unlikely that the interaction between two particles with radicals would result in radical
termination. The reaction model set up is as follows; where A represents normal ink and R
represents ink that has one or more radicals on the particle.
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A→ R (1)
A + R→ R (2)
R + R→ R (3)
In this reaction set up equation 1 is assumed to be first order because the amount of
polymerization has been found to be directly related to how long the ink is exposed to
plasma. However the volume of the plasma is not a known value, because of this, the
reaction constant found can only be used in a one liter reaction vessel that is well mixed
and cannot be applied to other systems that do not meet this requirement. The last two
equations 2 and 3, were assumed to follow the law of mass action [46], since these are basic
polymerization reactions or another reaction set that would follow these reaction equations.
The system of non-linear differential equations that resulted from these sets of reaction
did not have an analytical solution. This made modeling of this system particularly difficult
as the minimization method had to also use an ordinary differential equation solving method
as part of the function. The system of differential equations that resulted from the above
equations are as follows: where K1, K2 and K3 represent the reaction rate constants of
reaction1, 2 and 3 respectively. The complete differential equations formed from these
reactions are seen in equation 4 and equation 5 for ink and the radicalized ink respectively.
d[A]
dt
= −K1[A] − K2[A][R] (4)
d[R]
dt
= K1[A] − K3[R][R] (5)
The primary goal was to find the reaction rate constants for the proposed reaction
model. In order to find these reaction rate constants the built in MatLab functions ode45
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and fminsearch were used to minimize the sum of the residual values squared. The ab-
sorbance data was normalized and used to fit the model. In order to use computation power
more effectively an analytical solution to the differential equations was found when no rad-
ical generation occurred. It also ensured that the ode45 function did not step between the
radical generation and non-radical generation reaction equations. This improved the accu-
racy and eliminated the sensitivity the final reaction rate constants had on the initial values
given to fminsearch. One of the biggest issues that occurred when using the full blown set
of equations and simply setting the generation term to zero was, that the time step would go
between the two different sections of the piece wise function, and because the data became
very close to zero towards the end of the data, the constants found were very much depen-
dent on the initial guess. The computation time for each run of the code was reduced from
about 30 minutes to about 5. The non-linear differential equations that had an analytical







The solution to these equations can be seen in equations 8 and 9 for the normal and
radicalized ink molecules. These were the equations that were implemented in conjunction
with the ode45 code in order to create the minimization function used by fminsearch. The
first section of the minimization function used the full differential equations 4 and 5 and
were solved during the time period when the discharge was occurring. Then the final point
of both the normal and radicalized ink along with the remaining time, into equations 8 and
ref reactionR to calculate the final concentrations.





[R] = (K3t + [R0]−1)−1 (9)
The final values of the predicted measurement were calculated. The reaction rate con-
stants were found to be K1 = 4.0, K2 = 0.020 and K3 = 7.1×10−5. These values were found
by restricting fminsearch to positive reaction rate values and using the initial guess of K1 =
1, K2 =1 and K3 = 1, although these values could also be reached from many other initial
values.
In Figure 11, the model prediction and actual data are plotted using normalized con-
centration. In Figure 11a The data has a great deal of scatter when compared to the other
two discharge times. However, the data was still used to fit the model because otherwise
all of the data points would be too close to zero for fminsearch to definitively find values
that would be reproducible. These values would also be unlikely to be representative of
the system, since it would mainly be based on rounding error and other numerical issues
involved with ODE solving and minimization algorithms.
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(a) 30 second discharge
(b) 60 second discharge
(c) 120 second discharge
Figure 11: Plot of model prediction and actual data
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Figure 12: Difference between the modeled CSTR (continuous stir take reactor) system
with and without generation and are represented by the data points and the continuous
lines respectively. As the resonance time decreases the simplified solution approaches the
complete solution.
As previously stated, this set of differential equations, 4 and 5, do not have an analytical
solution. Because of this, modeling different situations to explore the efficacy that this
process may have on an industrial scale was very difficult. In Figure 12 the results of
as one liter CSTR is modeled, with a normalized concentration of one and zero for the
normal ink and radical ink respectively, for all reactions and also with only the generation
reaction in the CSTR. The plot shows that with a resonance time of less than one eighth of
a minute the results are close enough that the polymerization reactions can be ignored. The
primary reason that this can be done is because the reaction rate constant for the generation
reaction is over an order of magnitude higher than the second largest rate constant. Another
reason is because the reaction rate constant for the polymerized ink reacting with itself is
extremely small, since initial concentrations are very low. The same is true for the reaction
of normal ink and radicalized ink, even though the normal ink has a very high concentration
the radicalized ink concentration is so low that this reaction can be ignored.
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In the graphs shown in Figure 13, Two reactors are modeled in series, A CSTR and
a rPFR. The CSTR has the same input and operating conditions seen in Figure 12 and is
modeled without polymerization. The rPFR takes the exit concentration, from the speci-
fied residence time, of the previous CSTR and runs only the polymerization reactions and
uses the analytical solutions shown in equations 8 and 9. This can also be viewed as the
traditional batch PRF analogy. Then several recycle ratios are plotted from zero to one then
increasing by a factor of two until reaching a value of sixty four. These plots show the
normalized concentration of normal and radical ink though a hypothetical rPFR.
One of the primary issues modeling this system is its extreme complexity and trying to
balance accuracy of the model while not over fitting the system. Since the process’ efficacy
is so high it is difficult to predict with experimental measurements alone, how effective the
process could be in industry. These general trends can be used as a starting point for the
development of more accurate models of this system and to guide larger scale experiments
of the process.
3.3 Investigation of Mechanism
Although one can infer many things about the process though the experiments done using
ink, it was very important to look at the process in a way that we can better analyze the pro-
cess. Even though doing experiments with ink is the most direct way to find how it would
work in application, it makes it very difficult to understand the fundamental aspects of the
process. This is because the compounds contained within the ink mixture is unknown.
Even if it was known, it is extremely complex and would make analysis very difficult.
The main reason for doing these types of experiments was to determine if the process
had any free radical characteristics. The first experiment in summary was to determine if
the process was free radical though the radical-radical interaction of small molecules that
cannot polymerize. The reason for this was so the molecules can be analyzed using GC/MS.
The second experiment used Allyl alcohol to observe the free radicals polymerizing the
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alcohol and then observe the change in particle size after the polymerization has taken
place and compare that with the change in particle to that of propanol.
3.3.1 Small Molecule Analysis
One aspect of the plasma discharge process was that it was found to be free radical. This
experiment was a retrospective small molecule analysis of the electric discharge process us-
ing methanol as the surrounding liquid in which the plasma discharge took place. Methanol
was chosen for several reasons. The first is that it did not have any alkene bonds so that
polymerization would not occur. Second it is a very small liquid organic molecule. This
was important to make sure that the molecules that were created in the electric discharge
process did not become too large, so they could be vaporized for analysis using GC/MS.
Third it is a very common solvent used in GC/MS and would be relatively easy to work
with.
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(a) 1/8 minute residence time in CSTR
(b) 1/16 minute residence time in CSTR
(c) 1/32 minute residence time in CSTR
Figure 13: Plot of model exiting a CSTR and into a rPFR with changes in recycle ratios
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In this experiment 1,2-ethanediol was observed in the GC/MS spectra in Figure 14; this
observation was able to indicate that step growth polymerization was not the only mecha-
nism taking place in the polymerization of ink because methanol has no functional groups
that would allow reactions involved in step growth polymerization. The only way that 1,2-
ethanediol could be formed from methanol would be to have a carbon-carbon interaction.
Because of this both cationic and anionic mechanisms could be ruled out and the poly-
merization mechanism was determined to be free radical. The cationic mechanism cannot
take place because a carbocation does not have any free electrons to create a sigma bond
with another carbocation, see reaction 10. The anionic mechanism will not work because
a carbanion, with three sigma bonds, does not have free space in any of its orbitals for an
electron to form an additional sigma bond, see reaction 11. The only mechanism that is
consistent with this observation is free radical. The reason free radical is the most likely
explanation, of the polymerization reactions, is that it has one electron in one orbital and
this allows a radical to react with another radical to from a sigma bond between the two car-
bon atoms, see reaction 12. This hypothesis is confirmed by the presence of 1,2-ethanediol
after the electric discharge process was carried out in methanol.
HOH2C+ + +CH2OH → HOH2CCH2OH (10)
HOH2C− + −CH2OH → HOH2CCH2OH (11)
HOH2C• + •CH2OH → HOH2CCH2OH (12)
The first few minutes of the total ion chromatogram (TIC) is shown, for both the
methanol blank or control and the methanol after discharge has taken place, in Figure 14a
and 14b. The solvent peak (methanol) is seen from around one minutes thirty seconds to
approximately three minutes fifteen seconds in both Figure 14a and 14b. The second peak
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in each of the TICs was found to be a contaminant, from another GC/MS run, that eluted
off the GC column as a result of doing a split-less GC/MS run. The Third peak seen in
Figure 14b but not in Figure 14a is suspected to be mainly composed of 1,2-ethanediol;
The spectra for this peak is seen in Figure 14c and the spectra for 1,2-ehtanediol from the
NIST GC/MS library is seen in Figure 14d. This is one piece of evidence that points to the
mechanism in part being that of a free radical polymerization reaction.
3.3.2 Particle Size Analysis of Polymerized Allyl Alcohol
Another way that was chosen to try to demonstrate the polymerization aspect of the of the
polymerization aspect of the process was to expose it to specific molecules to see if the
polymerization reaction would occur. The basic idea behind this experiment was to show
that the allyl alcohol would polymerize in the presence of the plasma and the propanol
would not. This would be evidence that would show some kind of chain growth poly-
merization. The particle size of the allyl alcohol after it was exposed to the plasma was
significantly larger than the propanol as seen in figure 15. This is significant evidence that
there is a polymerization aspect to the discharge process. The reason for this is that there
is no way for propanol to polymerize the same way that ally alcohol can. Propanol was
chosen as the control to make sure that there were no other mechanisms that might also
account for the changes in particle size. For instance if we decided to use water for the
control instead of propanol one might say that the reason the particle size is bigger for the
allyl alcohol could simply be that there is an organic compound and that it has nothing to
do with polymerization. Propanol was the most similar molecule that was found to use as
a control compound
Another issue with the data is that there are substantially large particles in the control.
The primary reason is because unlike the small molecule analysis where the set up was very
clean in order make sure that the sample was not contaminated, this process very closely
represented the actual process and the burned rubber did get into the sample which is the
primary reason that there is a large base particle size in the control, even though measures
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were made to try to avoid this.
Between the allyl alcohol experiment and the small molecule analysis of the methanol
the evidence does point to free radical polymerization, but this is very tentative and more
evidence is needed to confirm this.
3.3.3 Particle Size Analysis of Treated Ink Solutions
One testable prediction that is made if there is a polymerization aspect to the process when
the ink is treated with plasma, the ink particles should be larger when the plasma is used
versus electro-coagulation. Two sets of experiments were done in order to find out if the
particles were bigger when the ink was treated with a plasma or if they were only treated
with electro-coagulation.
The first one was to treat ink and water under the standard conditions with both plasma
treated and electro-coagulation as seen in tables 10 and 11. In this first experiment there
was no filter applied after the ink was treated. When the solutions were placed in the fiber
analyzer for analysis the ink that was treated with the plasma was on average larger than
the ink that was not. The length of the particles was much larger for the ink which was
plasma treated. This is consistent with the polymerization hypothesis however, it is not
consistent at the 95% confidence level, but it is worth noting and does suggest that there is
a polymerization mechanism.
Table 10: Length of Plasma Treated Ink Particles Before Being Filtered
length mm analysis
trial 1 1.38 average 1.55
trial 2 2.22 95% C.I. 0.326
trial 3 0.859 upper bound 1.87
trial 4 1.726 lower bound 1.22
A similar set of experiments that were done, was to do the previous experiments but
filter the treated ink solution so that there would be more consistency in the final product.
Filtering the treating ink does not stop the reaction from taking place in either electro-
coagulation or polymerization. In the case of electro-coagulation the copper ions are still
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Table 11: Length of Electrically Coagulated Ink Particles Before Being Filtered
length mm analysis
trial 1 1.092 average 1.38
trial 2 1.363 95% C.I. 2.22
trial 3 0.676 upper bound 0.859
trial 4 0.709 lower bound 1.726
in solution and will be able to reform the ink particles into larger ones after the have been
though the filter. If the mechanism is polymerization the free radicals will still be active
in the solution after being filter. Even though the reactions will still take place in both
cases the overall particle size will still be reduced because a large fraction of the active
material, either copper or free radicals, will be reduced in the filtration process and lost
in the particles that are filtered out. The results are very similar to the experiments seen
in tables 10 and 11. The biggest difference seen in the filter experiments for both plasma
treated and electrically coagulated experiments seen in tables 12 and 13 respectively is that
there is less error in the measurements even though the lower bound confidence interval is
negative from assuming a normal distribution.
Table 12: Length of Plasma Treated Ink Particles After Being Filtered
length mm analysis
trial 1 0.331 average 0.948
trial 2 0.787 95% C.I. 1.37
trial 3 1.952 upper bound 2.32
trial 4 0.722 lower bound -0.422
Table 13: Length of Electrically Coagulated Ink Particles After Being Filtered
length mm analysis
trial 1 0.443 average 0.607
trial 2 0.589 95% C.I. 0.326
trial 3 0.838 upper bound 0.933
trial 4 0.559 lower bound 0.281
Overall the particle size analysis does not give conclusive evidence of the polymeriza-
tion mechanism. There would be no way to conclusively show that the polymerization
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mechanism is true though particle size analysis alone. This is because one cannot know
what other mechanisms of growth may be happening as a result of the plasma treatment.
Although inconclusive, these observations are consistent with the polymerization hypothe-
sis.
3.3.4 Hydrophobic Particles
With exposure to both high volts and amps, there is significant potential for the surface
chemistry of the ink to change and the hydrophilic ink may change to hydrophobic ink
[47]. Exposure to a high energy plasma can take off hydrogen atoms which will decrease
the potential for hydrogen bonding. Also when surfaces are charged they can start to form
micelles in a binary liquid system, which is was we have in an ink and water mixture [48].
The changes in charge and zeta potential can be done with Brownian motion. These charges
could have played a significant role as the pH was a key factor in the processes efficacy.
3.4 Qualitative Observations and Potential Future Work
Many aspects of this process either could not be described very well in quantitative mea-
surements. This was either because of the lack of instrumentation or the nature of the ex-
periment was not conducive to qualitative measurements. Although this is not a preferred
method of documentation of experiments, if not done a very large portion of information
may be lost. This section of the thesis is mainly to guide future researchers in order to
investigate the process further.
3.4.1 Simple Insulating Tubes and Conductive Rods Used to Generate Plasma
One way to produce plasma is to simply use ceramic tubes in order to constrain the current
in the water in order to create a plasma. This is typically done by using a conducting rod,
typically stainless steel in order to prevent corrosion, and placing it into a ceramic tube that
has the same inner diameter as the rod’s outer diameter, so that there is no gap in between
the rod and the ceramic. Although this was done for optimal production of plasma with any
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given energy, if the ceramic tube inner diameter was around one eighth of an inch, there
were other configurations that would also allow for the plasma to form. The color that is
produced from this method of producing plasma is a very bright yellow
We also found that the area exposed was another key factor in the amount of plasma
production. In general, the smaller the area, the easier it was to produce plasma. The
amount of volume was produced when an electric current was applied did not change with
changing area, but what did change was the time duration of the plasma. With smaller area
the plasma did not go on and off as much as a larger area. One exception to this rule was
when the rubber of normal primary wire was burned and there was a long skinny slit that
had a relatively large area but had a fairly constant plasma. The radicals that may have been
generated from the wire burn may have potentially contributed to the polymerization.
The tight fit of conductor and insulator to make the ceramic stainless steel electrodes
was not completely necessary to produce a plasma. However, having a gap did decrease
the amount of time that the plasma was observed and this was positively correlated with
the size of the gap. When generating a plasma when the insulator and the conductor have
a significant gap the positioning of the both the conductor and the insulator are very im-
portant. The larger gap is the more important the positioning. The conductor needs to be
positioned in the center of the insulator and it cannot protrude past the insulator. Also as the
gap becomes bigger the conductor will need to be slightly inside of insulator. The largest
diameter that was achieved was an insulating glass tube that had an inner diameter of seven
eighths of an inch and a stainless steel rod of one thirty seconds of an inch.
3.4.2 Wire Burning to Generate Plasma
One of the most crucial aspects of the process was the wire burn. This process is believed
to be associated with the polymerization aspect of the process. This process was the rubber
on the 16 gauge wire burning off as a high current was applied to the wire. This only occurs
consistently when the wire gauge is small enough, 16 gauge always gave a consistent wire
burn. A wire with a larger diameter did not always result in a wire burn. Many aspects of
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the wire burning process are thought to be associated with the polymerization aspect of the
process.
One unique aspect of the wire burning that is not seen when the simple ceramic set up
is used is the difference in color. On the cathode there was a very distinct Orange color. For
the anode there was a very deep blue. The both of the plasmas are well sustained during
the discharge process. There is no arc in the plasma it has more of a corona characteristic
and although there are fluctuations with time, the time smoothed shape of the plasma does
not change once the wire has burned as far as it can. The wire mainly burns on the anode
but does burn a small amount on the cathode.
The burning on the anode burns in a strip up the side while the cathode simply burns
all the way around. It is thought that the burning of the wire in this long thin strip is what
is responsible for the increased efficacy of the plasma discharge process. One reason for
this is that the amount of length of wire exposed is positively correlated to the plasma
discharge processes efficacy. This is also another reason why we believe that the process
does have some polymerization characteristics. Because you would expect the amount of
wire exposed to be directly proportional to how effective the process is.
3.4.2.1 Critical Power
Critical power is a concept that has yet to be defined. Currently the thinking is, critical
power has to do with current or voltage density, but could be both, within the volume of the
plasma. The most difficult problem with calculating the current or voltage density within
the plasma is that the volume of the plasma is very dynamic and also the plasma exists
interminably. The basic idea behind this has to do with a few qualitative experiments,
where non-coated metal wire was surrounded by a glass tube, that were done and a plasma
was generated but there was no polymerization done.
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3.4.3 Ceramic Tubes to Mimic Wire Burn
Several attempts were made to try to mimic the effect of the wire burn to see the poly-
merization aspect of the plasma discharge process without the use of the manufactured 16
gauge primary wire. Many attempts were made to contact individual companies in order to
have them manufacture a tube that would be able to mimic the shape of the wire burn on
the anode, but the cost of the manufacturing was too high to justify the expense. The range
of having a custom manufacturer produce these tubes was between 2,500 and 500 dollars
per tube. Often times the price the companies charged depended a great deal on what they
were able to manufacture and the more critical designs to investigate the process were only
only offered by the more expensive companies.
After determining that the cost of having the tube manufactured was excessive, we de-
cided to try to make the tubes ourselves. One of the biggest problems face in creating these
ceramic tubes was that the ceramic is very hard and can shatter very easily. The method that
we first used to create these custom ceramic tubes was to have the glass workshop grind
a standard ceramic tube so that there was a slit at the end of the tube. Then the resulting
ceramic tube was taken and a ceramic plate was glued on to the end of the tube with high
temperature ceramic glue. This setup was able to have some success polymerizing the ink
but the issue was that the glue could not withstand the plasma and the setup either fell apart
or was significantly changed so that it would not work in the next run.
The second setup used was to have the slit about an inch from the bottom. The reason
this was done was to make sure that the ceramic glue was not exposed to the plasma. In
addition to this only ceramic glue was needed to plug the hole instead of using both ceramic
glue and a ceramic plate. Also, the ceramic plate was a fairly reasonable expense that we
were able to get rid of by doing this. This process also made the process of putting the
ceramic tube together much easier and also made it possible to have a tighter gap since the
glue was not around the opening. Although this did make the creation of the tube much
easier this set up did not work as well as the previous set up. One thing that we thought
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might be the problem was that the ceramic glue was not near the plasma. However, when
the ceramic tube was secured with the ceramic glue there was no difference in its efficacy.
3.4.3.1 Properties of Plasma for Polymerization
There are several aspects of the process that seem to be correlated with polymerization.
One is that the wire has to burn in order to see any other polymerization aspects of the
process or it has to be artificially created by as shaped ceramic tube. Also the slit that is
to mimic the burning of the wire has to be on the end of the conductor in order for the
polymerization aspect of the process to be observed. These two aspects of the process are
all that we can say with reasonable confidence, that are involved with the polymerization
aspect of the process.
3.4.3.2 Investigation of Mass Transfer Effects
One aspect of this process that was not investigated was the mass transfer and diffusion
aspects of the process. The reason for this was the plasma discharge created a great deal
of agitation from boiling the water in the reaction container. The less the container was
agitated the more the water around the plasma boiled. Because of this the agitation was
kept on high for all of the experiments. In the future one could use a modeling program to
estimate the effects of the mass transfer and compare them to the experimental results.
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(a) TIC of blank MeOH solution (b) TIC of MeOH solution after discharge
(c) Spectra of the aditional peak in the methanol solution which was plasma treated
(d) Spectra of 1,2-ethanediol in NIST library
Figure 14: GC/MS data confirms the presence of 1,2-ethanediol in a plasma treated
methanol solution
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(a) particle size of 20% by volume of allyl alcohol in water
(b) particle size of 20% by volume of propanol in water




There are two primary mechanisms which may at work in the plasma treated process. The
first is the polymerization mechanism and the second is the electro-coagulation mechanism.
The first mechanism, polymerization is supported with several examples although more
substantial evidence will be required to confirm this mechanism. One is that there is no
change in efficacy when the amount of ink added changes as seen in 3. The free radical
aspect of the polymerization was also seen when the plasma was exposed to methanol
and 1,2-ethanediol was observed as seen in figure 14. The changes in the efficacy can be
seen in the plasma treatment in ink in two ways. One was that the efficacy is significantly
different for the plasma treated ink as opposed to the electrically coagulated ink as seen
in tables 1 2. Also the particle size is larger for when the ink is plasma treated rather
than electrically coagulated as seen in tables 10, 11, 12 and 13. The second mechanism,
electro-coagulation, was demonstrated when the effect was seen in the changing efficacy 6.
The reason this demonstrates that the process is electro-coagulation is because copper will
complex with hydroxide ions with higher pHs.
There are two main applications of this technology. One would be clean up of particu-
late matter of waste water streams. Another would be use in place of a chemical free radical
generator.
The first application is rather obvious because this is the primary use in its application
in the research presented in this thesis. The combination of polymerization and electro-
coagulation has the potential to increase the efficacy of traditional electro-coagulation as
the creation of covalent bond will make the particles more shear resistant. The second
application is highly dependent on how much the treatment is free radical. If the free
radical generation is high enough it could be used in polymerization and other areas where
free radicals are needed.
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Plasma treating ink particles in order to purify process water in a recycle mill may be a






options = optimset(’MaxFunEvals’,99999999) X0(1,:) = [1 1 1]; for i = 1:5 X0(i + 1,:)
= fminsearch(@parameterFunction2,X0(i,)) Ks = X0(i + 1,:) end min = parameterFunc-
tion2(Ks)
function minimize = parameterFunction2(K) K1 = K(1) K2 = K(2) K3 = K(3) mini-
mize = 0;
if minimize == 0
moleA = 1; moleArad = 0;
actualMeasurement(:,:,1) = [0.8230563002681 0.79892761394102 0.90616621983914
0.89812332439678 0.73994638069705 0.81769436997319 0.79356568364611 0.90080428954424
0.89812332439678 0.78552278820375];
actualMeasurement(:,:,2) = [0.17962466487936 0.080428954423592 0.16890080428954
0.1313672922252 0.083109919571046 0.067024128686327 0.040214477211796 0.053619302949062
0.064343163538874 0.045576407506702];
actualMeasurement(:,:,3) = [0.005361930294906 0 0.005361930294906 0.010723860589812
0.013404825737265 0.002680965147453 0 0.008042895442359 0.002680965147453 0.008042895442359];
actualMeasurement(:,:,4) = [0.002680965147453 0.002680965147453 0.021447721179625
0.010723860589812 0.018766756032172 0.008042895442359 0.010723860589812 0.008042895442359
0.013404825737265 0.013404825737265];
T0 = 0;
predictedMeasurement = zeros(4,2); modelDischargeTimeVector = [0.25 0.5 1 2]; mod-
elReactionTimeVector = [0.1 5]; totalTime = zeros(4,2); for i = 2:4 for j = 1:2 totalTime(i,j)
= modelReactionTimeVector(j) + modelDischargeTimeVector(i); [t A] = ode45(@polymerizationReaction3,[T0
totalTime(i,j)],[moleA moleArad],[],K1,K2,K3,modelDischargeTimeVector(i)); final = length(t);
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predictedMeasurement(i,j) = A(final,1) + A(final,2); for k = 1:5 minimize = minimize
+ (predictedMeasurement(i,j) - actualMeasurement(j,k,i))2; end end end end end clear all
clc
moleA = 1; moleArad = 0; % starting molar concentratoin of activated in avePartical-
Size = 1; %K1 = 1; %reaction rate for both reactions
T0 = 0; % starting time for reaction % ending time of the reaction
Tfinal = dischargeTime + reactionTime; [t A] = ode15s(@polymerizationReaction2,[T0
Tfinal],[moleA moleArad aveParticalSize],[],K1,K2,K3,dischargeTime,reactionTime);
lastMath = length(t);
Tend = dischargeTime + reactionTime2; delT = 0.001;
Ao = A(lastMath,1); Ro = A(lastMath,2);
i = lastMath; while t(i) ¡ Tend i = i + 1; t(i) = t(i-1) + delT; A(i,1) = (Ao)*(K3*(t(i)
- t(lastMath))*Ro + 1)(-K2/K3); A(i,2) = 1/(K3*(t(i) - t(lastMath)) + 1/Ro); end hold on
figure(1) plot(t,A(:,1)) figure(2) plot(t,A(:,2))
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Temperature data for the one liter reaction vessel seen in table 14.
Code that was unsuccessful fitting the temperature data is seen below
function dAdt = rateOfTemperatureAndMassChange2(t,A,Q) dAdt = zeros(size(A));
A(1,:) is the temperature of the water and it will return a vector in this form or A(2,:) is
the mass of the water also returns a vector Twater = A(1); massWater = A(2);
T0 = 22; Temp of surroundings [deg C] diam = .2858; diameter of vessel [m] Vol =
0.001; initial Volume of solution [m3] height = Vol/((pi/4)*diam2̂); water level [m] thick-
ness = 0.0021;
properties of surrounding air at T0 = 22C rho = 1.18147; kg/m3 Cp = 1006.9; J/kg*K
mu = 182.1E-7; N*s/m2 nu = 15.445E-6; m2/s k = 25.9E-3; W/m*K alpha = 21.84E-6;
m2/s Pr = .7083;
properties of water at T0 = 22C rhoWater = 1/1.002; kg/m3 CpWater = 4181; J/Kg*K
kWater = 606E-3; W/m*K MW = 0.0180; kg/mol Hfg = 2317E3; J/kg
L = (pi*(diam)*(height))/(2*pi*(diam) + 2*(height)); characteristic Length [m]
beta = 1/(Twater + 273); 1/K
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Ra = (9.81*beta*(Twater - T0)*L3)/(nu*alpha); Rayleigh Number for side convection
hTop = (k/L)*(0.54*Ra0̂.25); J/m2*K*s hAtop = hTop*(pi/4)*diam2̂; J/K*s
newVol = massWater/rhoWater; vol after evap [m3] newHeight = newVol/((pi/4)*diam2̂);
height after evap [m] Area = newHeight*pi*diam; area of side [m2]
hSide = (k/L)*(0.0825 + (.387*Ra(̂1/6))/(1+(.492/Pr)(̂9/16))(̂8/27))2̂; J/m2̂*K*s hA-
side = hSide*Area; J/K*s
timeTerm = (hAtop + hAside)/(massWater*CpWater); 1/s
dTdt = timeTerm*(T0 - Twater) + Q/(massWater*CpWater); dMdt = 0;
dAdt(1) = dTdt; dAdt(2) = dMdt;
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